Stamp or colour the number

Practice tracing the number: Start at dot

Practice printing the number: Start at dot

Circle groups with one item in the group
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Stamp or colour the number 2

Practice tracing the number: Start at dot

Practice printing the number: Start at dot

Circle groups with two items in the group
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Stamp or colour the number

Practice tracing the number: Start at dot

Practice printing the number: Start at dot

Circle groups with three items in the group
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Stamp or colour the number 4

Practice tracing the number: Start at dot

Practice printing the number: Start at dot

Circle groups with four items in the group
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Stamp or colour the number 5

Practice tracing the number: Start at dot

Practice printing the number: Start at dot

Circle groups with five items in the group
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Stamp or colour the number

Practice tracing the number: Start at dot

Practice printing the number: Start at dot

Circle groups with six items in the group
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Stamp or colour the number 7

Practice tracing the number: Start at dot

Practice printing the number: Start at dot

Circle groups with seven items in the group
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Stamp or colour the number 8

Practice tracing the number: Start at dot

Practice printing the number: Start at dot

Circle groups with eight items in the group
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Stamp or colour the number 9.

Practice tracing the number:
Start at dot

Practice printing the number:
Start at dot

Circle groups with nine items in the group:

- Bells
- Laptops
- Check marks
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Stamp or colour the number

Practice tracing the number: Start at dot

Practice printing the number: Start at dot

Circle the group with ten items in the group
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